Beam-orbit studies were performed for the conversion of the SREL synchrocyclotron magnet for use as a room temperature, multiparticle, isochronous cyclotron. Based on model magnet measurements of field profiles for 8 to 23 K gauss hill fields, a four sector spiral pole tip design has been realized which allows all isotope species of heavy ion beams to be accelerated to required final energies. The total spiral angle of 380 allows injection of the beams from the MP tandem into the cyclotron through a valley. The two valley RF system of 140 kV peak accelerates beams on harmonic numbers 2, 3, 4, 6 and 10 at 14 to 21 MHz. (Fig. 1) . Computer calculations of vz for four other cases using the spiral angle fixed from the 160 beam and the appropriate magnetic field from the model measurements are also displayed in Fig. 1 
Single turn extraction is achieved with electrostatic deflection.
The Hill-Valley Contours
We have proposed conversion of the 250 cm radius SREL magnet into a variable energy, multiparticle spiral focused isochronous cyclotron containing 4 hills and 4 valleys with two dees in opposing valleys.1 For the sake of the discussion to follow, we briefly state focussing characteristics of isochronous spiral-ridged cyclotrons. Approximate expressions for the axial and radial oscillation frequencies (per turn) of the beam at any radius are given by where B is the magnetic field as a function of 9 at the given radius. The introduction of a first harmonic field component for extraction will necessarily drive the Vz = 1/2 resonance (by the gradient). The constraints on the axial motion are particularly severe since the vertical excursions of the beam must not exceed the 5 dee aperture of + 1.2 cm from the median plane. Joho gives approximate expressions for the maximum fractional growth per turn of Z amplitude rR g1 and stop band half-width
where g1 is the radial derivative of the first harmonic bump.
For the low energy beams vZ = .5 is crossed well before extraction. The case of 2.5 MeV/amu 238U will be taken as an example because the beam crosses vz = .5 at R = 170 cm, closest to the center of the first harmonic bump that would be introduced for extraction. If we require that the Z motion of the beam not increase by more than 10% going through this resonance, then the simple formula for the linear growth per turn, combined with the number of contributing turns -1 n = idZ, , 16.9 eff taken from TRIUMF equilibrium orbit calculations, implies a limit on the gradient (gl) of the first harmonic bump of 17 gauss/mi. The stop band width for this gradient corresponds to about 1/8 cycle of the axial motion. These limits on stability of Z motion seem satisfactory and the limit on the first harmonic gradient is realizable. Calculations with first harmonic bumps of large enough magnitude to generate turn separation required to extract all beams indicate that gradients less than 17 gauss/m are sufficient for this purpose. In fact computer calculations (see below) are at least as optimistic as these formulas on the stability of axial motion.
In Fig. 3 we show representativ plots of V Vs.
Vr for two extreme cases, 150 MeV/A 60 and 2 M5 eV/A 238U. Clearly, the only other one-dimensional resonance is vz = 1. As mentioned earlier this resonance is crossed just after extraction, and is expected to cause no difficulties. 
